Résumé.-Il est suggéré que les r-fractals permettent une description unifiée des polymères connectés arbitrairement. r est l'exposant du rayon de giration maximum possible, R ~ Nr. Nous conjecturons que 1/r est identique à la dimension spectrale du fractal polymère.
Introduction.
In a recent paper [1] it has been suggested that socalled r-fractals are a model for the description of any polymer, i.e. linear, branched or any arbitrary connected polymeric object. Here r is defined by the scaling of the maximum radius of gyration with the total mass in the fractal N, i.e. R N Nr. r is assumed to be a superuniversal exponent, i.e. independent of the Euclidian space dimension d. Moreover [2] . An important point is that the connectivity of the original lattice fractal is preserved by this procedure. The spectral dimension is an intrinsic parameter which is determined by the connectivity only [3] is then preserved for ever, i.e. no thermodynamic process, like swelling or diluting, has any effect in the connectivity or on the spectral dimension.
Using the general Alexander-Orbach relation [3] between fractal-, spectral-, and walk dimension (df, dg, dW respectively) the resulting Hausdorffor fractal dimension df of the (Gaussian) polymeric fractal (defined by the size -mass scaling Rgf I"V M) is given by [2, 4] The well known case of linear chains is recovered immediately by choosing ds = 1. The mean-field value of the spectral dimension of percolation clusters or lattice animals is ds = 4/3 [3] , and the fractal dimension is then predicted correctly to 4, corresponding to the Stockmayer -Flory limit. Note It is important to realize that most of the physical results of the approaches in reference [1] and reference [2] are consistent if we require r = lld.. We are going to demonstrate now that this conjecture is physically sensible.
Fractal dimension and UCD
The swollen fractal dimension in the limit of the simple Flory-de Gennes theory (k = 2 in Ref.
[1]) for the r-fractal was calculated to It is immediately seen that (3) and (2) [7, 8] . This is important in cases where mixtures of different polymeric fractals or melts of polymeric fractals are considered [8] . In (6) is exactly the same as equation (1) [1] is the spectral dimension of the polymeric fractal itself. We find no contradiction to this conjecture and is consistent with previous results [2, 6] .
